
 
Faculty of Geoengineering 

Course title: TOURIST REGIONS OF POLAND  

ECTS credit allocation (and other scores): 3.0 ECTS 

Semester: autumn 

Level of study: ISCED-7 - second-cycle programmes (EQF-7) 

Branch of science: Social sciences  

Language: English 

Number of hours per semester: 45 

Course coordinator/ Department and e-mail: dr hab. inż. Adam Senetra, prof. UWM 

Type of classes: classes and lectures 

Substantive content 

CLASSES: The aim of education is to acquire knowledge and skills in terms of delimitation of Polish tourist regions. 

The basis is to take into account a different of conditions and factors, as well as to characterize and assessment the 

values of individual recreational, educational-cognitive and metropolitan regions. Designing a tourist trip in the 

selected region of Poland. Design has to contain recreational program, residence and financial conditions. Project 

presentation in discussion group. Multimedia presentation of the project in discussion group. 

LECTURES: Determinants and overview of tourist attractions of Poland. Overview of the environmental values and 

tourist attractions of Poland in a functional arrangement. Tourist regionalization of Poland and its main problems. 

Tourist macro-regions and tourist regions. Overview of selected, popular tourist regions: recreational and 

educational-cognitive. Metropolitan tourist regions. Tourist traffic in selected regions and its effects. Impact of 

tourism on the socio-economic development of selected regions. 

Learning purpose: Knowledge and skills in carrying out delimitation of Polish tourist regions. 

On completion of the study programme the graduate will gain: 

Knowledge: Knowledge and skills in carrying out delimitation of Polish tourist regions. 

Skills: Polish tourist regionalization system. Sustainable development of tourism and recreation. 

Social Competencies: Research techniques and tools in the field of scientific disciplines relevant to the study field. 

Basic literature: 

1. Kaliński T. (red.), Turystyczny atlas Polski 1:300000. Carta Blanca Publishng House, 2011. 

2. Kruczek Z., Polska – geografia atrakcji turystycznych. Proksenia Publishing House, Kraków, 2010. 

3. Kruczek Z., Zmyślony P., Regiony turystyczne. Proksenia Publishin House, Kraków, 2014. 

Supplementary literature: 

1. Kondracki J., Geografia regionalna Polski. Polish Scientific Publishers, 2001. 

2. Lijewski T., Mikułowski B., Wyrzykowski J., Geografia turystyki Polski.  wyd. Polish Economic Publishers, 2008. 

The allocated number of ECTS points consists of: 

Contact hours with an academic teacher: 1.96 

Student's independent work:1.04 

https://translatica.pl/translatica/po-polsku/Polish-Scientific-Publishers;1355960.html
https://translatica.pl/translatica/po-polsku/Polish-Scientific-Publishers;1355960.html

